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Here's to another 150 years ...
Message from the Principal

Dear Graduates,

As always, it is a pleasure to pay tribute to the graduating class; but this year especially as you are the class of our Sesquicentenary.

During most of your time here portions of the campus resembled a construction site rather than a university. With good humour you bore with this time of inconvenience, change and growth. I am sure it will be so with your lives.

May you enjoy those changes and that evolution as you have here at Bishop's.

Bon voyage, we will miss you!

Sincerely,

Hugh M. Scott
Principal
Students Representative Council 1993-1994

From Orientation Week to Convocation, the “Bishop’s Experience” is something which can never be forgotten. The students, faculty, staff and environment all combined make Bishop’s one of Canada’s smallest but proudest universities. Ask any Bishop’s student, past or present, and you will hear enthusiasm and pride for “Gaiter Country”.

The fine balance of academics and co-curricular (not extra-curricular) activities makes Bishop’s the breeding ground for leaders of both today and tomorrow.

Look fondly upon your years at Bishop’s as they are great days to be remembered.

Cheers Bishop’s, and raise a toast to another 150 years of tradition!

Chad Schella,
S.R.C. President

Back Row (L to R): Amanda Fudakowski (recording secretary), Tim Wallace (Corporation representative), Shannon Wall (student-at-large), Derek Colfer (student-at-large), Rachel Davies (student-at-large), Grant Aberdeen (social sciences senator), Jean Lisouski (student-at-large), Mark Boulton (student-at-large), Erin Down (business senator), Kuno Tucker (humanities senator), Liz Harvey (student-at-large), Chad Schella (president). Front Row (L to R): Kerry Shuttleworth (u.p. public affairs), Steve Mangotich (director of finance), Helen Bakas (u.p. academic affairs), Chris Roy (u.p. internal affairs).
FROSH WEEK '93
GAITERIZATION 93'
HOMECOMING 93'
HALLOWEEN
CHRISTMAS FORMAL
WINTER CARNIVAL
1994
Off The Hook By Ellen Goldfinch

Cast: Catalina Tolero, Malcolm Bisiker.
Director: John Murray
S.M. : Sacha Wilvert
Mere Mortality By Lainey Bates

Cast: Craig Rowan, Michele Connolly, Janet Beauchamps, Mike Armstrong.
Director: Mark Paton
S.M.: Leslie Biles
NEW PLAYS 93’

Blood Is Thicker Than Water By Sheila Thomas

Cast: Sara Carver, Sarah Sword, Melanie Marchand.
Director: Natasha Nadir
S.M.: Christine Bellamy

Coca Cola The Great By Ginette Roy

Director: Maureen McNeilly
S.M.: Maryanne Sherrer
Sound Design: Tim Rosenquist

On A Crazy Saturday Night By Michele Connolly

Cast: Ali Porter, David Moase, Chris Jones, Alicia Dart
Director: Erica Naish
S.M.: Fletcher Thomason
Flicks By Kathy Guerrin

Cast: Matt Moreau, Alicia Helde, Summer Sprague, Bradley Brake
Director: Dave Snelgrove
S.M.: Alicia Cleaver

The Treehouse By Bill Duncan

Cast: Mike Armstrong, Stacey Fownes, Mike Booth, Steve Norris, Tom Badger, Mike Laidlaw, Miranda Berukoff, Mark Broadworth.
Director: Kate Huntington
S.M.: Tony Hosein
Lion in the Streets.

By JUDITH THOMPSON • Directed by ANN HODGES
BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY STUDIO THEATRE
NOVEMBER 24-28, 1993, 8:00
Presented by Bishop's University Drama Department as part of les 20 jours du Théâtre à Risque
Lion in the Streets By Judith Thompson

Cast: Janet Beauchamp, Christina Bellamy, Michele Connolly, Maureen McNeilly, Natasha Nadir, Matthew Moreau, David Snelgrove.
Director: Ann Hodges
S.M.: Vicki Pozzebon
BEACH BASH '94

BISHOP'S

ATHLETICS
The Gaiter football team had another tremendous season this year with a record of 8 wins, 2 losses. They also finished the regular season as the OQIFC champions. The team was ranked 1st nationally for their extraordinary defense, having fewest first downs, rushing yards, passing yards and total yards allowed.

Receiver Tom Hart, Quarterback Jim Murphy, and Kicker Greg Hiscox were all conference offense selections. Defense all conference selections were Paul Connery and Christian Daigle (Def. line), Brian Wardrop (Linebacker), and Joel Kruzich (Defensive back).

Joel Kruzich was also the OQIFC nominee for the Hec Crichton Trophy as the outstanding player in Canada. Although the Gaiters came up just a little shy against Concordia in the final, the team should be commended for having another excellent season and bringing national attention to our great school.

TEAM AWARDS
Brian Morley Award — Brian Wardrop
(best defensive player)
Best Lineman — Christian Daigle
Newcomer of the Year — Francis Bellefroid
Marcel Lebrun Award — Mike McCarthy
(for courage, dedication, perseverance)
Coaches’ Awards — Mike McCarthy, Walter Willett
Jim Etcheuerry Award — Jim Murphy
Alouette Alumni Trophy
It seemed impossible to top off last year’s excellent record, but Bishop’s University Rugby Football Club pulled off yet another extraordinary season, by winning their 2nd QURU title in a row, 3 of their last 4, and their 17th consecutive league game. Bishop’s is proving capable of a rugby dynasty under the watchful eye of head coach Bill Robson. With very few graduating players and a great depth of skilled players in the B and C teams, BLRFC is likely to continue to dominate the QURU. Bishop’s also had 8 players nominated to the QURU all-star team: Prop Art Ondrack, Hooker Sam Cocks, 2nd Row Greg Guillemine, 2nd Row Clint Mercier, Wing Forward Mauricio Pena Morino, Scrum Half Joey Austin, Fly Half Phil Lafave, and Outside Centre Andy Richardson. However, the B team played a hard season, which saw them winning 4, tying 1, and losing 1. They lost in the finals to McGill in the prestigious Vermont Law Tournament, bringing home a 2nd place trophy. The C team had a building season this year. Being only their second season, they lost all three of their games to established and experienced teams. The club rounded out an eventful season by returning to the NY Sevens Tournament. We were defeated early, but we stayed and showed the other 64 teams what Bishop’s is all about. A special thanks goes out to Lissa McRae, without whom there would be no club, and to Tom Allen whose support is vital to running our club. A thanks to club president Phil Lafave who did a great job and to Karen, our athletic therapist. A great season.
WOMEN'S RUGBY

Front Row (L to R): Monica Schafer, Jen Ashbury, Sonja Cyr, Chantal St. Laurent, Jessica Horner, Danielle Menard, Jen Merner.
Middle Row (L to R): Isabelle LaFortune, Kat, Joanne Weiss.
Missing: Coaches Steve Ferguson and Jim Scheib.

The Women’s Rugby Team had a very strong season this year. Their rival teams were very bitter to find themselves having to play in very hard and mean games with Bishop’s. Coaches Steve Ferguson and Jim Scheib were dedicated to building a close, aggressive team. The bitterness and complaining within the league about Bishop’s proves their success. But the team’s motto this past season? SUCK IT UP!
Bottom Row: (left to right) Jamie Forsythe, Shane B. Thompson, Tom Van Alstine, Kevin McGuire, Greg Southward
2nd Row: Eddie Pompykala (Head Coach), Roger Thomas (Manager), Dan Pfliger, Stewart Clark, Colin Feasby, Brennan Wares, Russ Johnson, Tim Johnston, Glen Faucher, Jeff Harris (Assistant Coach)

The Men’s Basketball team finished the season with an overall record of 11 wins and 13 defeats. The team made the playoffs for a 7th consecutive season. Highlights of the year were:
Champions — Queen’s Invitational
Finalists — UNB Invitational McGill Invitational and Acadia Invitational
Award Winners:
MVP — TOM VAN ALSTINE: led league in scoring with 16 point average, selected 1st team league All-Star, broke BU 3 point shooting record with 80 3’s.
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER — GLEN FAUCHER: Also selected 2nd team league All-Star
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR — GREG SOUTHWARD: 2nd leading scorer in league, selected 2nd team All-Star
GARTH SMITH AWARD — (Leadership, Dedication & Effort)
ROGER THOMAS:

The Gaiters would like to wish their 3 graduating players, Tom Van Alstine, Timothy Johnston and Colin Feasby, best of success in their future endeavours!
BUST

Once again the members of B.U.S.T. turned out a fine season on the slopes of Quebec! The veterans were blessed with a fine supporting cast of rookies who challenged for top spots on the team and circuit. Most notably being the addition of Angie and Steph to round out our strong womens team who look to be viable contenders next year. The top rookie support on the mens side came from Aron and the 'jokers', Sean and J.D. Not to forget our crafty veterans, the best female performance was handed in by Andrea this year and top male spot by Michel. We look to their continued success next year to guide our newest veterans and all those fresh rookies!

The strong leadership of Shannon, Tweedy, Luc, Twirly, Andrea, Michel, Jeff P. and Camel combined to form the finely tuned executive which got us through from dryland to finals with no hitches. Thanks goes to their dedication, without them we wouldn't get off the ground. Of course they got help too, thanks to all who sold hotdogs at the Lion when it was -30 (thanks to those who ate them) and all those who sold beer at the games (which wasn't so bad). Congratulations to all our members who donned balaclavas and faced the bitter winter of '94, good performances and improvement were had by all (just a little sporadically). Here's to 'next year' and remember at least we're enjoying the ride!
FIELD HOCKEY

Back Row (L to R): Adrienne Barnes, Virginia Cowan, Andrea Timlin, Kristen Gibson, Ormilla Seecharan, Vicki Arnold, Sheri Effa, Jenifer Gushue, Katherine Potter, Rob Geddes (assistant coach), Sheri Ryan.

Front Row (L to R): Jennifer Batrie, Lindsay Patrick, Sarah Ritchie, Jennifer Lavery (assistant captain), John McArthur (head coach), Kara Hatt (captain), Cathy Clements, Maria Micheli.
POLAR BEARS

FRONT ROW (LEFT to RIGHT): STEPHANE CORDEAU, ANDREA GRINHAM, SUE NICHOL, BRENT MONTGOMERY, ANNE FORGET, CATHERINE MacDONALD, SUSAN BEGGIN.
BACK ROW (LEFT to RIGHT): JOSIANE LABBE, LESLIE VANDEWATER, SHELLY JACKSON, AL ANSELL, SARAH PROUD, KERRI WRIGHT, PAULINE SCOTT, LIANE MENDELSOHN.
MISSING: STEPHANE GAUTHIER, TINA SMITH, PASCALE LAVALLEE, ANN-MARIE CHAMPAGNE

The 1993-1994 edition of the Polar Bears proved to not only themselves, but also their fans, that commitment and hard work will always pay-off with results that are more than sufficient in motivating others to become involved. While the team did not participate in the Quebec Women's Intercollegiate Hockey League, the ladies tested their metal with an independent schedule that was comprised mainly of contests with local teams and some games with members of the Q.W.I.H.L. When all was said and done the list of accomplishments for this year's team was anything but short, for the Bears gave up five fewer goals per game, while scoring two more times per outing than the 1992-1993 squad. To do so every member of the team had to contribute and contribute they did, in fact six different players scored goals for the first time during this past season and everyone's name appeared on the scoresheet at one time or another.

The team was led offensively by Anne Forget, Stephane Cordeau, Leslie Vandewater and Stephanie Gauthier, with able assistance from "Rookie of the year" Sue Beggin and "Most Improved Player" and "Charles Chapman Award" winner Josiane Labbe in addition to standout wingers Andrea Grinham, Anne-Marie Champagne and Kerri Wright. The improved defensive play of the team was probably the greatest reason for the increased offense and more precisely, the play of team captain and "Most Valuable Player" Sue Nichol who along with Stephanie Gauthier, Shelly Jackson, Sarah Proud, Pauline Scott and Catherine MacDonald made-up the blue line brigade.

The team's biggest setback of the year was easily the graduation of goaliekeeper Tina Smith and first line right winger Pascal Lavallee at Christmas, both of whom had been instrumental in getting the team off on the right foot in October. While the addition of alumnue Liane Mendelsohn to the line-up on a regular basis and the promotion of Leslie Vandewater to the first line covered for Pascal's absence, Tina Smith's place was not so easily filled. Natalie Roy had two outstanding games between the pipes for us in Montreal, however she was not available for our other games. In need of a goaliekeeper we suited up our practice goalie nine year old Brent "Tiger" Montgomery and "fed him to the wolves" so to speak. His willingness to play proved to be very inspirational to the team and allow us to raised our game another notch, never-the-less a goalie is the first item on our Christmas Wish List.

The best way to capitalize our season would be to say that from a variety backgrounds and philosophies in October grew a group of people whose personal interests became secondary to those of their teammates and by season's end there was no doubt that win or lose we were a TEAM! It is safe to say that those Bears who will graduate this spring are going to be missed, but the large number of returning players should surely make the goal of building next year's team into a winner more attainable.

The Polar Bear hockey season would not be complete if I did not acknowledge the assistance that I received from Liane Mendelsohn and Helen Wellman in scheduling our games, the Business Office for making sure that we got the biggest bang for our buck and the Polar Bear Alumnae for their encouragement.
INTERCOLLEGIATE AWARDS

TRACK AND RUGBY STANDOUTS NAMED BISHOP’S ATHLETES OF THE YEAR

Women’s track and soccer star TRICIA STEVENSON (Toronto, ON) has been named Bishop’s Female Athlete of the Year while SAM COCKCROFT (Oakville, ON) helped bring great distinction to the men’s rugby team to earn Male Athlete of the Year honours.

Finalists for the Athlete of the Year Awards were: Andrea Nicholls (ski team, soccer), Jessica Horner (rugby), Joel Kruzich (football), Tom Van Alstine (basketball).

Further information can be obtained by contacting Eddie Pomykala, Sports Information Director (819) 822-9663.

### BISHOP’S MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS, OUTSTANDING ROOKIES AND OTHER AWARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M.V.P.</th>
<th>Rookie</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soccer (W)</td>
<td>Beth Miller</td>
<td>Rachel Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>Gord Coleman</td>
<td>Eric Vaillot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby (W)</td>
<td>Jessica Horner</td>
<td>Karrie Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Forward)</td>
<td>Katrina Bailey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Back)</td>
<td>Chantal St. Laurent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>Sam Cockcroft “A”</td>
<td>Phil Lofave (Back)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Hudon “B”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football</td>
<td>Joel Kruzich</td>
<td>Francis Bellevroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketball (W)</td>
<td>Melissa Frankovitch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>Tom Van Alstine</td>
<td>Greg Southward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Hockey</td>
<td>Sue Nichol</td>
<td>Susan Begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf Skiing (W)</td>
<td>Martin Sevigny</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>Andrea Nicholls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michel Boutin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

64
INTRAMURAL AWARDS

GOLF
MEN'S SINGLES
WOMEN'S SINGLES
MEN'S DOUBLES
MIXED DOUBLES

— DAN BOHINC
— COLIN FEASBY
— DEBBIE TACIUM-LADRY
— COLIN FEASBY & KEVIN MCGUIRE
— KUNO TUCKER & STEPHANIE HYDE

SQUASH
MEN'S
WOMEN'S

— CHRIS FUDGE
— LESLIE VANDEWATER
— NICHOLAS ROBITAILLE
— JENNIFER VACHON
— FRANCOIS ROBERGE & NICK ROBITAILLE
— JENNIFER VACHON & FRANCOIS ROBERGE
— TRICIA STEVENSON
— MARTIN CARRIER

BADMINTON
MEN'S SINGLES
WOMEN'S SINGLES
MEN'S DOUBLES
MIXED DOUBLES

— TRACK TEAM
— SERVICE TEAM ALL STARS
— INTOXICATED MUSLIMS
— KUEHNER REZ
— MASSAWIPPI MUD
— BLADES OF FIRE
— 2 — 4 — 1
— FRENCH CONNECTION
— RUGBY CHICKS & DICKS
— STAFF
— G-SQUAD
— B.U.C.S.
— CHAMPLAIN CRUSHERS
— GHISLAINE ROY
— ELIZA MAINBERGER
— LESLIE VANDEWATER
— KUEHNER RESIDENCE

MCGREER SHIELD
(5 MILE ROAD RACE)

DUNN CUP
(5 MILE RELAY RACE)
MEN'S TOUCH FOOTBALL
COED SOFTBALL
COED VOLLEYBALL
MEN'S HOCKEY DIVISION I
MEN'S HOCKEY DIVISION II
WOMEN'S SOCCER
MEN'S SOCCER
COED WATERPOLO
MEN'S BASKETBALL DIV. I
MEN'S BASKETBALL DIV. II
COED BROOMBALL
MEN'S BALL HOCKEY
REFEREE OF THE YEAR
MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
TEAM OF THE YEAR

SPECIAL AWARD — RAY ALMOND AWARD

(Awarded for the most unselfish contribution to Athletics at Bishop’s University)

Bill Robson — Professor/Coach
Men’s Rugby

This Fall marked “10 years of Blood, Sweat and Bill” in the men’s Rugby program. Coach Bill Robson celebrated this occasion by leading the team to its 2nd consecutive provincial championship and perfect 10-0 record.

Bill has been the most instrumental person in developing the Rugby program at Bishop’s. 10 years ago Bill started off with 16 players, no league and a meager self put together schedule. Through his great enthusiasm for the game. Bill has managed to spearhead a tremendous interest in Rugby at Bishop’s. This Fall the program included 46 players and an “A”, “B” and “C” side. Beyond this, the men’s rugby team competes in a 5 team Quebec University league and its non-league schedule includes a win over New England Division I power Dartmouth College.

Bill, a professor in the Business Administration faculty, has led Bishop’s to 5 provincial championships in his 10 years. The program is now recognized as the most dominant in Eastern Canada.

Bishop’s is proud to have Bill Robson join a select group of previous Ray Almond Award winners.
SRC AWARDS NIGHT

PURPLE LETTER
AWARDS
Winston Collins
Lorianne Flavelle
Daniel Gana
Buddy Herold
Ardina Loughheed

SRC MERIT AWARD
Helen Bakas
Stephen Mangotich

RAY LAWSON AWARD
Chris D. Roy

JOSEPH E. CASSAR AWARD
Kerry Shuttleworth

GOLDEN MITRE
AWARDS
Chad Schella
Don Gill
Jeremy Moore
Wendy Capson
Kerry Shuttleworth

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
AWARDS
Valerie Roy
Eryn Whitehead
Jenn Lisowski
Stephanie Goodkey
Shannon Wall

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
AWARDS
Erin Down
Dina O’Leary
Laura Kwan
Roy Millen
Sonia Isaac Mann

INTERNAL AFFAIRS
AWARDS
Drew Hamblin
Steve Losty
Chris Jones
Amy Gou
Chris Miller

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
AWARDS
Jessica Horner
Wendy Capson
Derek Colfer
Brendan Harrison
Marie-Claude Lemelin

PRESIDENTIAL AFFAIRS
AWARDS
Fraser Cochrane
Tom Geniole
Buddy Herold
BISHOP'S CLUBS
The Big Buddy Association was started four years ago by Kathy Cassidy, and today the tradition continues. The association is composed of approximately eighty Big and Little Buddies and thirty tutors making us one of the largest associations on campus. This year has been a great success. We've had numerous group activities, and on any given day you can see the Buddies doing their "job" as the kids they are will have smiles from ear to ear. It is quite heart warming to know that so many Bishop's students care about the younger generation of Lennoxxville. As President this year I would like to extend many thanks to everyone who helped make the year such a success. Christine Manioudakis & Kendra Kehoe for their time and patience; Laura Kwan for all her tutor organizing; and Kymme Kerr for all the activities and a big thanks to all the Big Buddies and Tutors for making 1993/94 a wonderful experience.

Keep Smiling,
Steph Goodkey.
Well it has been an eventful year. While it has been a lot of work, all the effort has been more than worth it. We've seen CJMQ grow by leaps and bounds this past year, from the brink of closure to the verge of expansion. But what makes CJMQ special is that it is not merely the work of one or two individuals that has brought success, each and every member has contributed to the "greater good". It may sound cheese but I'd like to express a heartfelt thanks to everyone at CJMQ for making this the best year ever. Let's make sure the spirit of radio survives at least in this little corner of the universe for many years to come.

Shine on friends,

Chris Jones
Station Manager
MARRSHALLS

Back L to R Glenn Faucher, Jenn Davies, Coreene Smith, Chris Miller, Paul Mackey, Rachel Easterbrook, Trevor Louig, Jeff Hill, Buddy Herold
Front L to R Phil Tinker, Laura Cooper, Wendy Capson, Walter Willett, Sarah Rowe, Marty Morris, Janice Ross
Sitting Pat Chabot, Jenn Lavery

Head Marshal — Joey Sabo
BACCHUS

L-R Kerri Breadner, Liz Harvey, Marty Tunney, Charlie Wilson, Andrea Nicholls, Sharla Benedet, Lindsay McLaughlin.
Front L-R Buddy Herold, Timmy Simon, Eliaz Mainberger, Sarah Underhill.

Kerri Breadner & Buddy Herold
Bishop's University — Commerce Society

Busc executive: Jerome Feuillault, Evelyne Tellier, Karl Labrie, Sandra Cassivi, Martin Giguere, Mike Whittaker, and Jen Lavery.

"To provide through social and academic activities, a society that will endeavour to help Business students make their time spent at Bishop's University more meaningful and that such activities will complement their academic studies."
HISTORY UNION

The History Union is an active Academic Campus Club. We have both academic and social activities, encouraging students and professors to get together outside of the classroom. We produce the quasi-professional Historical Review, showcasing the top History essays of the preceding year. Softball, karaoke, trivia night and of course Grog night were some of our memorable events. All History students and faculty are encouraged to participate.

BIOLOGY CLUB
Student Alumni Association

Missing: Jan McFeeters, Lisa Jellicoe, Buddy Herold, Matt Wilson, Kerri Breadner, Lynn Thomason, Angela Locke, Tasia Lazaros, Jackie Frost.

Saa members, Kirsten Todd, Buddy Herold, Kerri Breadner, and Tara Deware.
A.S.E.

ACTIVE

for the

ENVIRONMENT

BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY

Doolittle's

IN MOUNTAIN HOUSE

SINCE 1843
Debating Society


B.U.D.S. is an up and coming club, both here at Bishop’s and on the Canadian Debating circuit. We had a great year that included finishing in the top twenty at every tournament we went to, and earning the honor of hosting the National Championships in 1995. We visited some great places (the University of Melbourne and Dalhousie), and discussed some diverse issues, from the pitfalls of constitutionally-entrenched affirmative action to the Smurfs as an example of Communist Propaganda. We hope to see more people involved next year, because the more new ideas we have, the more fun it will be!

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
Rifle Club


ART ASSOCIATION
History Union

Rock Climbing Club
SPRING BREAK '94
GRAD NIGHT '94
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Grant James Aberdeen
Prairie, Alberta
B.A. Maj. Geo.Mn. ILLS

"Good friends we've had, oh good friends we've lost along the way. In this bright future you cannot forget your past." BM, FH FM JD to the next friends, family. Sigma Chi — Cheers.

Leslie J. Albert
BA Maj Pol.

Andrew D. Allen
Ottawa, Ontario
B.A. Day/Mn. History

Thanks and love to Mum and Dad — always there to steady the course and to chart new ones. Cheers to the friends old and new. Reed St. Crew, Markham lads and The Boys. DC, SL, RT, PF — Too Much.

Michael "DN" Armstrong
Toronto, Ontario
B.A. Maj. Eng. Min. History

The last four yrs. have been the best. Bishop's has really changed my life. I have definitely become an enlightened person. Thanks Ish & — Tom, Kate, Tig, Margie. I love you Mom and Dad.

Michelle Arnold
Makokuka

Friends memories thanks to LTABI. It's fun to be us! Road trips treats Lion Smokin'. Spassquad Freak be open to your dreams, wander in your thoughts AOE HK Sistors.

Harry Bacon
Chandler, Quebec
B.A. Hon. Sociology

Scully! Hose Canseko. Paul is a Chicken lips, Don't — on it. Bosh doing, Hey Bill, nothin'! Hi Bob! Hey Gene, nothin'? Hi Chevette. Good Luck Daisy. Thanks Mom and Dad. See ya!

Jason D. Bachhuber
Glencairn, Ontario
B.A. Maj. Psychology

Helen Bakas
Mississauga, Ontario

Pollack Chick, Shangri La, BJK, MD, CD, TS, JO. Keep smiling IF, FH, SON, Jeannie. AOE forever. SRC, the stupid room lites, thanks Dad. Mom, Rath, Will, Sega Mexico. Capet, Bost. Ahhcoo!!
Thanks Bishop's, Noopy's, Jake, Chip, and all the boys of Sigma Chi. I'll never forget! Remember also, we're only young once, but we can be immature the rest of our life! Bake Out!

The king is alive! Thanks to Champlain for showing me the way. Long life to the flying elkhounds. Mere special a mes parent pour tous. Life is short, play hard — Bishop's...


Gosh — Time sure does fly fast when you're having fun! Thank Mom & Dad for all of your support. Thanks friends & Prof's! Thank Chris for all the great memories — good luck next year — luv ya! Maybe 1996?

To all my friends, thanks for the great memories and best of luck to each and every one of you in your future endeavors.
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Nicole Boast
Osseville, Ontario
B.A. Psychology
BU has been a blast. Thanx to friends who’ve always been there — Bill, Ma (miss ya), to those who didn’t know it — PG, & to great times — DF, SM, SNVD, Baker, HB. Love to family. See you guys in Australia.

Kate Boddington
Sudbury, Ontario
B.A. Honours Sociology
Sadly, all good things must come to an end. Norton girls, Elagudo 91-93, the neighbors, Dinner parties, apt. #2. Cheers to: BUGP, slumber parties, week night relaxing, best friends, HIL WILLY CC MM JG

Daniel T. Bohinc
Compton, Quebec
Thanx for all the memories. Gallons #91, my family. Ty, the Lion, Dance S.C., M-Rocks, BB’s, & especially Lorraine S. Success is achieved by using what we have learnt. Shift gears & hold on!

Kathryn L. Boisvert
Sherbrooke, Quebec
B.A. Honours Psychology
WOW! I finally made it! These past few years here were great. Filled with good times, bad times & pretty wild times! I’ll never forget my BU experience and will cherish it 4 ever.

Kenneth Bradshaw
BA Maj. Classics

Michelle Anne Broily
Scarborough, Ontario
B.A. Hon. Fs. Min. History
BU holds many memories & I am proud to be a part of its tradition. Spech this to all the kind people I have met here & to my family and Colin — your love & support mean the world to me.

Jane Bridgwater
Frascati, Ontario
B.A. Political Studies
Thanx to BU & the good times extra Lhs, Ben & Ja, catnaps, beer glasses, 96hrs, 3 minman, mon-sters strip-poker, haunted ho’s, sun from balcony puke, fresh air, AOE, MH, ‘searchin’, Chip, Skip, Biff, & my B.A.

Maria Buermans
Huntingdon, Quebec
B.A. Maj. Fr. Min. FLA
Thanx for three memorable years during which I met new people. I’d especially like to thank my parents and also very dear friend Pat for helping me throughout the years.

Patricia Lynn Buller
BA Hon. Politics

Derek Burns
White Rocks, BC
Thanx to my parents. Here to the boys: JH, PS, SB, EW, & HBB, for making Bishop’s fun. Good times in ret, and back at old 92.

Gwendolyn Cappon
Saint John, N.B.

Martin S. Carrier
La Sarre, Quebec
Long time Good Time, so long. Go BU Track, eventually… Triathlon fever. 6:45 pool work outs & long runs. Merci P & M & MJ pour tout.
Jonathan Carrier
Auckland, NZ
B.A. Honours App Psych
I came here in search of an education and found many.

Jennifer Cashcart
BA Hon. Politics

Patrick John Chabot
Granby, Quebec
B.A. Maj. Psychology
To BU: Soccer '91, Fashion show '91 '92 '94, Halloween, Florida, Mackinnon 322, yes In '87 Spe-
cial thanks to Gel, AK, LT, LC, BG, and Bishop's. Big thanks to Mom & Dad for believing in me. See
ya Bros.

Robert G. Chaput

Elaine Chestley
BA Maj. Hist., Min. Philosophy

Ching-Lien Chen
Markham, Ontario
B.A. Maj. Biology
Who'd believe that I'd make it? I — and still be
here? It's been a good time, I've grown a lot and
I've learned much. To my friends and the mem-
ories we've made thank you.

Deborah Collins
Barbados, W.I.
B.A. Hon. Psych., Min. History
Surely there is no greater gift to a man than that
which turns all his aims into perching lips and all
life into a fountain. Thanks for this gift Dad,
Mom, Quen, MS. J, LB, DR. S. & Dr. D.

Dwayne Coliombn
Toronto, Ontario
B.A. History
Never measure the height of a mountain until you
have reached the top. It was good times, Giberon,
great friends.

Larysa Choronski
Laxel, Quebec
B.A. Business Min. French
Thank y my family for their continued luc & sup-
port & 2 Bishop's for 3.5 yrs of life-long memories
& friends. Special xx: Munster '91 '92, commerce
games '91, Belarus '93 — MG. Goofy — Thanx
for patience!

Monique Comeau
Ottawa, Ontario
B.A. Foreign Languages
Thanks to all who in these 3 years helped expand
my family tree into a whole orchard, complete
with some bad apples. LD, MM, AM you'll always
hold a special place in the upper branches.

Paul Connery
BA Hon. Sociology, Min. Psychology
The losses of childhood must dundle behind me,
before me, all is... Lux 2 those so dear. Ma, Pa
& JC. Thx 2 the girls for tea, grrr & chats. Re-
member Me. C U on the parford faith.
Shannon Cooke  
Ajax, Ontario  

Karen Coughlan  
Burlington, Ontario  
B.A. Geography

William J. Couture  
B.A. Hon. Sociology

Miko Coy  
St. Catharines, Ontario  
B.A. English

Miko is very thankful for his Bishop's experience.  
Thankful for mega F PHI idiot boys hockey games  
sega beer and dramies.

Maurice J.O. Crossfield  
BA Maj. Politics

Denise Davis  
Oakville, Ontario  
B.A. Psychology

Dream another dream, this dream is over uh.  
Thx BU for the memories and friends.  
My 3 yrs. were super.  
I'll see you when the snow flies.  
Thx M & D, Jeff & the girls.  
Good luck 1952.

Bradley L. Dean  
Toronto, Ontario  
B.A. Hon. Sociology

Andrew R. Delph  
BA Min. History, French

Jeremy Douglas  
Port Perry, Ontario  
B.A. Hon. Geography

Was there ever any doubt about my sheer brilliance?  
I've got it all!  
Mom, Dad, the Ranks DM,  
EF, EW, MR, CP and Dube.  
From Norton to 77  
to Daytona — I will go on. The world is my oyster.

Many have groomed traits that lead to success.  
Woke me when it's over.  
Alternative, cam'n thru  
a back country 6 ft. deep of untouched options.  
If I have to explain you won't get it.
Becky Drew
Hatley, Quebec

C. Hal C. Dumbrille
Mainland, C.O.T.U.
B.A. Maj. Religion

Here's to four years of fond memories that could only have come from LenoxCoo! Many thanks to Dad, Mom, S&K and to all my friends who shared the "BISHOP'S EXPERIENCE!"

William D. Duncan
BA Hon. Eng., Min. Drama

Nadine El-Kurdi
Tripoli Lebanon
BA Foreign Languages

I had four years of great memories at BU. This last year was a blast and I owe it all to you, my friends. MM you're unforgettable, thx for the great memories. Thx Mom, Dad, and big brothers for support.

Melanie Elizabeth Evans
Toronto, Ontario
BA Maj. Political Studies

Commencement does not just mean graduation, it means a new beginning. Thanks to all my friends and professors. I will miss SW, DM, JM, Lion, Football. Good luck to all those graduating.

Mafia Pilson
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Maj. English, Min. French

"I am a part of all that I have met." — A.T. To El.

SW, DP, TM, PA, CM, I will never forget. Pl pride.

Just did it!

Margo Fletcher
New Jersey, U.S.A.
BA Maj. Psychology

Thomas Follett
Teddington, England
BA Hon. Pol. Science, Min. Classics

What do you mean it's over? I just got here! Oh well, it was good while it lasted. Thanks Mum and Dad, without your help uni. would have been all impossible — C.U in the U.K.!

Colin Feasby
BA Hon. History, Maj. Classics

Daniel Forefellow
Beavercreek, Tenn.
BA Maj. History

Thanks for the memories! The Bermuda Boys forever! Take care guys! Gator football '91. Good luck to my buddies! Love to Mom, Dad, Sisters.
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Ernest Francescon  
Whitby, Ontario  
Hon. Politics  
Thanks to Mom and all my Beta brothers. Thanks to MR, IW, JD, HB and all those cool Basketball guys!

Peter John Freil  
Oakville, Ontario  
BA Political Studies  
Thaxx BU, Dad, MA, Nanny, Poppy, Daph, Reed St. Toronto-Ottawa Boys, golf, hockey, Habs, Pub, QH, Grec, IM PT 4EL, sleep, Beep Beep. See you in the Big City at the top! McKenna stop chincing! Heaney, relax!

Amanda J. Fudikowski  
Gloucester, Ontario  
BA Maj. Pol. Studies  
Never forget 4th floor Norton, RA team '92, Whitewater rafting, B Days, Florida '94, and of course the gang above the Grec. All my love Mum, Dad & Nan. Raise a toast Bish! I'll miss ya!

François Gascon  
BA Maj. History  

Robert J. Geddes  
Perth, Ontario  
Thanks Bishop's, I've learned something here. I'm not sure what though. Anyway BU Soccer, Johnny pac, Scott, and all others. Take care & thanks. See you in the next life. God Bless.

Thomas H. Geniesse  
BA Maj. History  

This BA is for you Mum. Thaxx for the memories. Bish. My bro Kirk. 2-4 hall, 3 yrs of res. Res staff, Tommy T., football, SP, summer staff, Larry & Bob & the boys, golf tourney, Florida, "O". "Pub".

Pamela B. Giles  
Athens, Ontario  
BA Hon. English, Maj. Classics  
Thanks to Heather, Orrick, Craig, Doug, Dr. Normand, Dr. Coyne and esp. Mom & Dad. Dunbar - Cissy - Typing - O's PM. "Procrastio non mos malus sed modus sittae est!"

J. Christopher Geikert  
Westlock, AB  
BA Maj. Classics  
Moosin' along! Keuhtner 4th block 92-93, slammers, Coach & Marsh road trip 94, Hornemen, War, the Boys (JJ, JK, CF, SJ, etc), Breakin the curse 94. Biggest thanks to Mom, Dad, & Brian!

Heather M. Gordon  
Belfountain, Ontario  
I spent four years prostrate to the higher mind, got my paper and I was free — I Ga. Hey, good buddy! Love to all my messy friends. Thanks Mom and Dad, friends, Peter and sisters A.O.E.

David S. Grant  
BA Maj. Sociology
Peter John Grant
Ottawa, Ontario
Monster mtn lmk trk jasent 3 shell these r my cuban friends philly blunts sit ain to hard fo me to jam. frens skidamar fink u r nice radio vermin bbyug u got library what was it we were thinking of noone dis brds fr 3one

Cara Groves
Lennoxville, Quebec
B.A. Hon. Fine Arts Maj. Eng
Thnx to M & D for all you've done. Also SSVK, Kymba, Spanky & The Gang — You've made it wild. To the chicks at 158 & always G, I couldn't have made it without you. Now its time to fly.

Katherine Guerin
Lombardy, Ontario
B.A. Maj. Drama Min. Eng
Thnx maus & pws, MM, LV, GP, SH, FA, BKO — I love you guys & it's not the drink talking! Disco Fever Hendo homecoming Coleridge XXX Sufferin' LAWV — Do you still love us? Whoo! Party! — Bye Bish.

Barbara J. Guthrie
Lennoxville, Quebec
B.A. Maj. Psy, Min. Geo & His
BU has given me the greatest school daze memories! Thnx to my friends, family, and especially TD for all their love and support!!

Meagan Guthrie
Victoria, BC
B.A. Major Psychology
Here's to BURFC, Lizzie, QB, my Big Brother, the Floras & Friends! I'm glad it's over. Juniper Haze — you're such a good friend — you do things like take my boots off! Thnx Mum & Dad I love U

Ken Hatcher
Ottawa, Ontario
B.A. Major Sociology
As Berger and Luckman would say, this experience would be subsirnurse of meaning. Thanks to all the people who pulled me through (Lynn, Morris, Helen, and George) Possum, no, no Dr. S

Paul G. Hausco
Calgary, Alta.
B.A. maj Eco Min Bus
In the four years, I met a lot of good friends & had too many good times. I won't forget you guys. Thx. Stay cool & be somebody fool this year.

Susan A. Heckbert
BA Maj. Music, Min. Business

Jim Herder
Toronto, Ontario
B.A. major English
Never live like this again? What a shame indeed. Gracious. Ah Fab Five, El Segundo, Sis and the perennial all-stars, M & D.

Nicole Marie Heslin
BA Maj. Psychology, Min. Biology
Jessica Horner  
Mississauga, Ontario  
B.A. Hon. Sociology

Now that the time has come to say so long I am not so sure that I am ready to say good by! AKA HOT LIPS, El Segundo. Rugby #9, DNR PAR- 
TIES, BVG w RSJL, MR & WC, QB, the CJ & 
Dad, WRBC, BU 4ever!

Danny Y. Houle  
BA Hon. Psychology

Kate A. Huntington  
Southampton Bermuda  
B.A. Hon Drama Mn. Fin Art

There is a world elsewhere — Shakespeare. Thank 
you Mom & Dad, Jonathon, George & Jolo for 
making it so colourful.

Nila Jacob  
Lemnoisville, Quebec  
B.A. Maj Bio Mn. Ger

To great memories and great friends. It was well 
worth it, but all holidays must end. Special 
thanks to Mom & Dad. I.C. for your love and sup-
port. SEE YA!!!

David Jamnul  
Pointe Claire PQ  
B.A. Maj HsPoI. Sc

4 yrs later — Kne 4, Hamsonomers, Colors — 
Can’t forget what you don’t remember! Mom — 
you’re the best! Simone — All I see is you. Keep 
your ears open to the promptings of your destiny. 
Dad 2 Dad

Kodi Jessop  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA Major pol. Studies

Norton Century Club — time! Goose is in the 
Heart it was the French Fries Gamma pledge class 
Boston hello bed! Vicky’s secret Fiji Littleforks 
Chip Skip Blit Auto Ecole Cuba AOE.

Marc Johns  
North Hatley QC  
BA maj. Bus, Hon. F. Art

What a long strange trip it’s been. 24 Prospect, 
Kitchener, Sun Power B.B. King of the Thing, Ma-
ma Sunshine . . . Life music is better. Thanks 
Mum and Dad. Cheers!

D. Christopher Jones  
Vancouver BC  
BA Drama Min. Math (?)

Brain dead Amoeba loves — Le Challet — 1st kik 
Fir — MM DAKH AC PB BZ ZEB QG AQEB — 
J JI AS AD JS LB SC FC BQ BK LR LN GS — the 
rest — U know who U R . . . for us, these are the 
days . . . peaches

Terri Jorgensen  
Calgary Alberta  
BA Mj. Languages Mn. Bus

This purple haze has left me Dazed and Confused! 
Pollock, 13LF, Street Parties, Road Trips, happy 
hour, PizzaVille. Thx SM, MA, GFL, all room-
mates and Mom and Dad. I’m outta here! Ciao

Eleni Ratsafalos  
#75 Bishop’s U  
BA Maj. Classics

Thanks Bishop for making my university years the 
best of my life. Thx to Mom + Dad + Mat. 
Memories & Roads, 111. — Forks, Philly, Argen-
tina; Special thanks to Nat + Kostas — I love you 
both!

Ryan King  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA Maj. French-German

My memory is muddy, what’s this ringer that I’m in, 
Lemmoxville is sinking man and I don’t wanna 
swim — The best years, the best friends, the 
best times. Thanks.

Keri Lynn Knox  
BA Maj. Geography, Min. Psychology

Laura Kenan  
BA Maj. Sociology, Min. Anthropology

Claude Lubbe  
BA Maj. Flvi

Robert Lafontan  
BA Maj. Eco.

Peter R. Lang  
Whitby, Ontario  
BA Maj. Geo. Cdn. Studies

Anjeanette LeMay  
Oakville, Ont.  
B.A. Maj. Politics. Min. German, Italian

Christopher L. Lences  
BA Hon. French

Glen Loughlin  
Picton, Ont.  
B.A. maj. Bus., min. Draft & Eco

Leanne J. Loughlin  
BA Maj. Psychology

James A. "Elvis" MacAskill  
Lanark, Ont.  
B.A. Maj. Fine Arts, Min. Philosophy, cert. Arts management

Heather L. MacDonald  
Toronto, N.B.  

Jason MacDonald  
Beaconsfield, Que.  
BA major English

Erin MacDowell  
BA Hon. Sociology, Min. English

Nor, 88861, 14 LF. Recall century: phones got a dress, Boston, A-PHI, VFA, I'd marry it; Southern Cross, Sister J. Break '94. BG... Thanks KD, PA, TM, SM, DD, DB, JW. Together, you and I, we ride to win. AOE

LIVING with Buffalo Bill -- Try to stay away from Candle Light and broken arms -- keep scheming Sneaky Pete -- straight to hell! Philthy Phil -- Thanks to Mom, Dad, brothers, sis. also to Rob, Kate, and Les.
Cheryl MacIsaac
Nobleton, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Geography

Who am I? What am I doing here? Is it over? All the best my friends, I'll miss you never forget '94. ADDI. 4D. Phone Alice, Greeks. "Boyfriends" 911 No Cuba & much more! Loo ya!

Kandy MacKay
Lennoxville, Que.
B.A. English, Min. French & Math

Roses are red
Violets are blue
The memories are great
Thanks to BU!
Wishing everyone the best in the years to come.
XO 2 SR & Home.

Martha A. MacLaurin
Morin Heights, Que.
B.A. Maj. German

I don't want to grow up! Thank you roommates BK & SF. Ais us la sola M.C. Kokonub L.D. & K.W. Germany 93 — AL too! T.A. U Skier! KP together again! Sponsors NDM J. Ivan B.K. L.D. M.C. T.A. & S.P. I'll miss you all.

Amy K. MacLean
Donal, Que.

"What comes from the heart goes to the heart" (Colesedge) Loxe and thanks to Mom, Dad, Stephanie, Grandma, Grandpa, Geoff, Roni, Friends from Bishop's and at home. Peace & Luck.

Hunter S. Malcolm
BA Maj. Sociology, Min. Pol.

Carl Monikowcz
BA Maj. Biology

Tara Marsh
Westmount, Que.
B.A. Maj. Business

The years have flown and now it's time to say goodbye. SU, WC, HR, Heighway & More. "No time for emotions." Thanks to Mom & Dad for everything, Jan too! Murph... You're a pal!

Kent B. Matheson

JSAbel, Hammer Tone, SBBA, The Cinema, Champs. Play for Crom, Shooting Gallery, Golf team (93 Champs), Dick Weber Fan Club, Thanks to family & Friends ML, SM, RR, JM, LA, MA, JH, JC, SP

Colin C. Matteas
Scarborough, Ont.

BU has enriched my mind & my appreciation of family, friends, & colleagues. Spec. Thx. to Shan, RJ, & KC Thx. Michelle for your support. Mom I hope you're as proud of me as I am of you.

Karen J. Mayer
Nepean, Ont.
B.A. Honours French

And as we all play parts of tomorrow, some ways will work and other ways we'll play — but I know we can't all stay here 4 ever so I want to write my words on the face of today.
Michael J. McCarthy
Brampton, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Math

Thanks to my family for love and support. Nothing is enjoyable without you. Norton 22 Champlain Sunrise Club. BU Football 89-93 Road trips with Tex BADA**S 92 Mal. God bless.

John F. McEwan
Aylmer, Que.

Thanks Mom & Dad, Louise & Sue, for your love & support. To friends old & new — never forget the experience. Now it's time to make some cash and pay off my debts. PS: always boot, never shank!!

Jan McFeeters
Oshawa, Ont.
B.A. Honours Sociology

Seems like just yesterday. Raise a toast Mac 91.
BU Team '91, the above Greg gang & to the Florida tripsters. Thanks Scotty for the memories. Mom & Dad I love you. Thanks for your support.

Bruce McGeorge
Nepean, Ont.
B.A. Hon. Geography, Min. Anthropology

So long BU — Thanks for all the great times, especially those with P, G, K, M, E & M. I will miss all of you. Always remember MFP nights, road trips. "What's burning? Who's the goat?" See ya.

Dominic McKenna
Unisville, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Pol. science

See the hat does come off. Thanx to everyone. Real gang — don't choke. Ottawa boys — Logie off the couch and my roommate S. Thanx Poster for making my times even better. Hearty — Cheer up!

Mark McKnight
Lemmesville, Que.
B.A. Sociology, Min. English

Thanks Marc and Denise for keeping me amused. Uah!

Jason McHenis
Keene, Ont.
B.A. Hon. English

"To all my friends!" The soap opera's over so it's time to wake up! Keep your chins up, be honest, and practice what you preach (esp. me) Keep in touch and pig out on life!

Kim Victoria McLean
West Vancouver, B.C.
B.A. Geography

What a time it has been! Special thanks to my family and friends who made it possible. Cheers to great memories with AZ, BW, SW, CH, BUR, FC. Road trips . . .

James McKay
Brandy Station, VA
B.A. Honours History

"Don't look at me, I didn't do it!" — R.K. — Uncle Tippy's cabin — the basemaster — mine eyes have the glory in the unemployment line.

Laura McLean
Mississauga, Ont
B.A. Maj. English

Thanks Dad for having an open mind and wallet for the past three years. To the boys and the chicks — Thanks for too many good times to relate here. See you on the flipside.
Shaun McNiven
120 Belvedere
B.A. Maj. History
Bermuda Boys, Knoxville '93, Ninja Fatt Mutt man the Don, F.V. Service team all stars. Thanks for all the great memories.

Vanessa Menary
Nolan, Que.

Mariette Melo
3423 Colonial
B.A. Honours Applied Psych.
Thanks to all my friends — you know who you are. My years at Bishop's have been memorable. Good luck to all.

Brigitte Meunier
Covanceville, Que.
B.A. Maj. History
Thank you to my friends for the joy they brought me and to my parents for their support. Special thanks to Prof. G. Moodie of CRC for transmitting me his love of history.

Michael Meunier
Lennorville, Que.
B.A. Maj. Psych. Min. Sociology
Indian. Signs of Godness Bellowing through the echo of a wise from yesterday wound from the rhythms within. There is no halfway.

Lisa D. Nichols
BA Maj. German

Christopher Miller
Perth, Ont.
B.A. Hon Soc. Min. Psy
Exhibitionism is an art form. Breakfast at Bishop's & life in a wheelchair. Birthdays & aneuryms. Here's to the gang above the Groc & the Rosay. Special thanks to Chad & Pooper.

Robin Mitchell
Newmarket, Ont.
Thanks for all those times I can't remember & for the ones I do. Sacrificing tools to the river Gods, Jason and the battlestick, the puckel & road trips...
Matthew Moreau
Calgary, Alberta
B.A. Honours Drama
This is the first day of my last days. I built it up now I take it apart. Climbed up real high, now fall down real far. Nin.

Sarah Christina Muir
Toronto, Ont.
Pollack, J. L., 14 L.P., NYC, G'Wile, DR, Lensy — TJ EM, MA Al Smirks! It's fun to be us! Thanks to my family for everything — AOE 4Ever.

Allison J. Mandela
Ottawa, Ont.
Thanks to all my friends for your love, support, and great times — I will never get the chance to miss you! "Look ahead into the past, and back into the future" — M. Laurence

James G. Murphy
White Lake, Ont.
"You're never a loser until you quit trying" — M. Ditka — Thanks to those who made it possible. Mom, Dad, boys from the park and TN. JR. let the games begin.

Stuart Musgrave
North Sydney, N.S.
B.A. Maj. Hist.
I'm finally done. Thx. for all the memories. Mackinonites & Munsterites. Hick Parties (Ha! ha!) Beach bashes, & parties at the clubhouse. Good by J.T., CC, ME, JP, TW, KG, SS, JS, CS. Thx to Garth & Jeff. Bishop's golf rules.

Erica Myles
BA Maj. Biology

Natasha B. Nadir
Calgary, Alberta
B.A. Honours Drama, Min. Mus.
To all the "Hunky" lead actors of the graduating class, break legs in the future. Thanks to the family for their support. Love to M.M.

Erica L. Naish
Cobourg, Ont.
B.A. Hon. Drama, Min. Eng
The greatest two things a parent gives a child are roots and wings — Thank M & D love to: Poll '90, Mun '91, 1888kel Tanja, Theatre family, KJ — yours forever.

Kristen S. O'Connor
North Gower, Ont.
B.A. Honours Drama
Here's to Pooch friends, Billy Ion, Cabaretas, & Happy faces! Remember it's only cheese cake! Thanks, RJ Faculty & Family for believing. "It really isn't anywhere, it's somewhere else instead."

Caroline A. O'Neill
BA Maj. History
Greg A. Peckham  
BA Maj. Psych.

Michelle Lee Pepin  
Therford Mines, Que.  
B.A. History Maj. Geo  
Raise a toast to: Big buddies, BHU, Grad Crane, Grad Party & 3rd L. Br, to N & D & their loan!  
To JB & Lesley — I made it! To JR, TL, EFH & RCHS & esp. Jeff (for Pooks & squish!) I love you.

Artin Petroian  

Steven Poposki  
Scarborough, Ont.  
B.A. Hon. Sociology  
Poo? Who is Poo? It's been 4 years of skiing, golfing, learning & growing. To the experience Big gave me & Thanks Mom & Dad. Love You, RR, KM, LA, JW, MR. Good luck & keep in touch.

Graham Price  
Munster, Ont.  
B.A. Hon. Drama, Min. Fine arts  
BHU Soccer & 4 years of theatrical indulgence. P. & J. Miracal, Stone, Dollhouse, Flea, Jewish wife, Electra Pvt. Wars. Thank to all students & Faculty especially Kts.

Susan G. Rasmussen  
BA Maj. History, Min. French

Damian Retilly  
Etobicoke, Ont.  
B.A. Politics  
Bishop's. Good friends, good times, great experiences, great memories, but finally, one can only say Good Bye!
Susanne A. Roberts
Gage, Que.
AtBUI looked into my future as far as I could see & seen a vision of myself & all I can be. You gave me great memories & true friends that are dear.

Natalie Rochon
Ottawa, Ont.
Make the most of yourself for that is all there is to you — Emerson. These 2 M&D 4 believing in me, & all my friends, & of course 2 my other half — couldn’t have done it without u Nenners.

Chris Rock
Ottawa, Ont.
B.A. Hon. History
Thanks for the many great times & good friends. Finally people who know how to eat. brownies, C.C.C. pies, all I can eat & Antipasti’s. Be sure to keep in touch.

Marshall S. Ross
Toronto, Ont.
Which ever way the wave breaks ride it until you find your edge! Rugby — simply the best. Thnx to all who made me laugh. Jess McArthur — French Connection — Too many good times M & D.

Kent Howse
BA Min. Drama, Geography, Psychology

Jennifer Roy
Gage, Que.
Memories forever fill the heart. Thanks Bish for all the wonderful memories. To friends & family, esp. Mum & Dad, for love & support. Without you I wouldn’t have made it.

Heidi-Elizabeth Rueger
Vancouver, B.C.
B.A. Maj. Fine Arts, Min. Religion
I spent four years prostrate to the higher mind, got my paper and I was free. Indigo girls

Sheri Marie Ryan
Port Lambton, Ont.
Thanks to Mom, Dad, Lori, Kerri, David & friends. Without your support I couldn’t have made it through these last few years. I love all of you so much.

Loriann Rymarchuk-Parent
BA Maj. Sociology, Min. Psychology

Joey Sabo
Laos, Que.
Mom & Dad you’re the greatest! To 5 yrs of foot ball & great suppers! To 4 yrs of marshalls & after hour parties! Here’s to Cancun 91-93, Dominican 92! To the brothers and God bless Bart!

Joe Scarfo
Montréal, Que.
B.A. Hon. Philosophy
Special thanks to Dept. of Phil. & to my trinity of pals: P’ticou, Zack, Dirty JB. Will miss you dearly: all exited zetenece out there. Three years haven’t been enough. Ciao Tuttii!

James R. Scheb
Sherbrooke, Que.
Here’s to a strange trip. From Coog to Gator, Len to Van always a rugby man. Cheers Bish for road trips, g titles, parties, friends, Norton, esp. BUSCH. Thanks Mom & Dad for making it happen. Peace.
J. Chad R. Schella  
Oshawa, Ont.  
B.A. Honours Pol Sci.

Munster, Norton, 2 years of Greek never 2 be forgotten! SRC, The pony, Bishop, Florida, Nord, Mandy, Jan, Scary, The E, Chuck, Boog. I will miss you all. Not the end but the start! Thnx 2 Family.

Omlala Seecharan  
St. Hubert, Que.  
B.A. History, min. Drama

Tweety says 2 always beat on the bush. Thanks Cat & being a great friend & roommate - Carr sim CL, BM & pals - memories 4-ever. Luv 2 my family - F hockey - our world. N & St, Earl Grey & peace.

Dan G. Senker  
Kitchener, Ont.  
B.A. Honours History

"All hungover, more talk less rock, who gives a rat's ass!" Thanks BI, volleyball, budman, gert, but especially Sunshine!! Sneeks has left the building.

Andrea L. Stright  
BA Hon. Phil

Kerry Shattlerworth  
London, Ont.  
B.A. Political Studies

So many memories! Res staff friends, SRC, all the fun times with the gang above the Grec: C, C, A, J, & B. Thnx to Mom, Dad & TT. I couldn't have done it without you! Bye Bush!

Denise Stroet  
Lent, Que.  
B.A. Maj. English, Minor Hist.

I came, I parted. I'm gone!! Mark, you are so strange. Luv ya! Rem, friends always! Marc, you are the best! Lose ya, it's been too much fun! Mom & Dad love ya! Thanks BI — it's been great.

Paul Smith  
Pakenham, Ont.  
B.A. Honours Sociology

Thanks to Mom & Dad, the boys at 92, and my little friend down the road. Hope everyone gets a job. P.S. Jason is a meathead. Keep the faith.

Vol Smith  

Green forest, the girls (you know who you are) bucket influenza. Thnx BD, PW, & my parents for all their love & support. You're not girls, you're animals. Thanks Bishop's

David Snellgrove  
London, Ont.


Michael Snider  
Ottawa, Ont.  
B.A. Maj. History

Alice — raise a toast; raise a cheer — Spaine — Norton — Pollock RA™ –9! — Pebble Beach — The best man — wall of cheese — Cord — P&J — Girlfriends — ADPI — Drew: Oh my! This Mom & Dad — Love you all — See ya — L&L AL

Robert J. Stevens
BA Maj. Business, Min. Econ.

Joline Anna Stewert
Kanata, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Psychology
Hey Anne 4 yrs is over. Can you believe it? Special thanks for the amazing times to Annjean, Patti, Kerri & the gang. Best of luck in the future! See ya! Joline.

Jennifer Stimson
Whitby, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Eng. Min. Drama
AKA Ed. Eddie Spaghetti. Thanks Brian for 4 memorable years. MF, Club, RCS, Big Buddies, & great friends — PL, KK, BM, MC, RA, GL & MB. Thanks Mom & Dad 4 your support.

Chantal St-Laurent
Montreal, Que.

Max “Pax” Storey
Ottawa, Ont.
B.A. Maj. English
Orgone Sparks ABOUND. They were all right. Caligula. Wilhelm Reich. Travis Bickle. And the piece of leaf with wings... I am a worm looking for a poached egg to sit on. If only worms could dance? Then I shall dance!

Morgan R. Tappin
BA Pol Sci.

Timothy J. L. Taylor
Montreal, Que.
Alias Gruesome Frank/Lion hearted. Chudner King — The mind flourishes with curiosity and the body acts as a means to discovery, which at the two has blossomed at BU. Thanks Ma & Pa & Leb Shut & lizard

J. Ferguson Theriault
Oakville, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Politics
Is Fresh week over yet? Thanks Mom & Dad NIK AR, BS, BH, CF, MT, CM. It has been a gas. Remember GDI, the chop shop special. Thanks Jenn! Cheers! Lawn boy

Sheila M. Thomas
BA Hon. Drama Min. English
Phil Tinker
Oakville, Ont.
B.A. Maj English, Min. Hist.
Tinkerella. (I shall never play the Dane) Here's to setting records, wheeler, dealer boy, GLHS. Bingo, Daryl, the fear! Future goals? Visitors, on tour.

Rich Topcerzer
B.A. Maj Sociology
Ever since the day before upon my waking eyes exciting and instisting me to rise and through the window come screaming in on sunlight wings a million bright ambassadors of morning.

Rguna G. Tucker
Lemnoceille, Que.
B.A. Honours English
Facinating! from debating at Oxford to Senate, SRC, GMQ, ISA Campus: "He who thinketh by the inch but talketh by the yard should be kicketh by the foot." Thanks M & G. *BU — Don't lose your art.

Shawn Vancour
Mapog, Que.
B.A. Eco, Soc, Geo
Finally! I can't begin to tell what I've done. BU is a good thing, let's hope it doesn't change any more than it has. Good times & even better things. Thanks Bishop.

Leslie Vandewater
Carleton Place, Ont.
B.A. Maj Soc Min. Psy.
Four years later, it's about time. I'll drink to memories of Beth Hunger, Dandrea — midnight camping and morning light Boston, and to the man I'm ill-fated to spend my life with.

Caroline F. Viens
Mapog, Que.
B.A. Hon. Sociology
Many thanks to my family, friends and profs. The BU experience was excellent. All the best to my fellow grads, they have earned it!

Rebecca J. Waite
BA Maj. Sociology, Min. Psychology

Shannon Walker
Keene, Ont.
B.A. Maj. Geo, Min. Soc
Pips 'Adp! Here's to Alice, finding my duke? For ever let roar the Gators! Thanks to all my friends, family and esp. MF & EL for making it all so spe.

Simon D. Walker
BA Hon. Phil.

Douglas B. Wallace
New York, N.Y.
B.A. Hon. Philosophy
— A Quote? — Cheesepetes!! Buy the book

Patricia Walsh
B.A. Business Min. Eco, Psy
Life is a journey not a destination, Cheese, Pebble Beach, Alice & Gord. A & J CAN U CSTR8 ADP? Kapers GO! Best times, best friends. I'm outta here! Thanks Mom & Dad.

Pat "Baker" Walsh
Sudbury, Ont.
B.A. Maj. History
I think Tom Thall said it best: "I like beer" eh Mike. So here's to 188, 156, 154, 120 and the good times up the hill St. Paddy's Day to Lisa, Haico, Mike, Dan, Boost, Steve, George Wow!
Brian Wardrop  
BA Maj Politics

Michele Lyn Waters  
Calgary, Alta.  
B.A. Honours Economics

Thanks for the great times & memories of the last 4 years. Pollock Chick, Queen St. Bye, Hospital visits, Mission, Road-trips. Thanks Mom & Dad, RC, EM, BW, TJ, LM, MR, GOE Forever!

David Watson  
London, Ont.  
B.A. Major English

Thank you Bishops and thanks to all the boys and girls here who made it so memorable. Keep your stick on the ice.

Jeremy M. Watson  
Mississauga, Ont.  
B.A. Maj. Fra, Min. Bio, Fla

Our lives are better left to chance. I could've missed the pain but I'd of had to miss the dance. Thanx 4 making it bearable: Den, Pat, Renee, Si my, Fred, Tor, Ma & Pa Thomas, JJ students

Erika L. Webster  
BA Hon. English

Helen Wellman  
St. Augustine, Que.  
B.A. Maj Psy

Thanks to everyone who has helped make these years at Bishop's so enjoyable. Thanks to all the polar bears (coaches as well as players) for the great times we've shared. Thanks Mom & Dad for their encouragement.

Chuck Wesley  
Coldwater, Ont.  
B.A. Maj. Min. Eng

Good bye and good luck! Bash is the best. "So long and thanks for all the fish".

Orlick White  
Springhill, N.S.  
B.A. Hon. Politics

An incredible four years! Thanks Mom and all of my dear friends for your support. I must say the Pops, here are of the best quality. Onwards and upwards, it's the time to go. Good bye all

Kathie Willard  
B.A. Foreign Languages

The best times I ever had! Thanks to all of the good friends who helped me get through it. I couldn't have done it without you. To all the memories in the case.

Walter C. Willett  
New Richmond, Que.  
B.A. History major

Here's to 4 yrs. of college: MAC311 81BEL 6HRLDOR 73 BEL. Geeters 1990-1993. Bart 91. Hockey, Ice fishing, last day. Pact of pain — see you in the real world boys and a special thank you Mom & Dad

Ian D. Wolfe  
Barrie, Ont.  
B.A. Honours History

This all would have been impossible without the support of Mum, Dad and my brother Eric. Also thanks to the boys for making it a truly memorable four years.

L. Jane Wooley  
BA Hon. Sociology, Min. Anthropology, Women's Studies
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jeffrey G. Barnett
Aurora, Ontario
BBA Marketing, Min. Economics
Thanks Mom & Dad now I can retire. Commerce games, dinner club at Pelion, lots on rock, some tasting with Lainie, senate meetings. Dom don't skunk it. Thanks Max 90. SDSW FC & KFC.

Lance Barrett
Fenelon Falls, Ontario
BBA Marketing
Now comes the hardest part of our lives, working. California the best is yet to come! Thanks Mom & Dad. Beri, where to now? Pepperdine! Keep in touch Pel. Lainie, Dom.

Alain Beaudoin
Lacassine, Qc
BBA Finance, Accounting, Min. Economics
Thanks to BU football, BUCS, Commerce Games, Business Division, Beach '93, Lion. The Posse, Wendy, Raquel, Christian, Pat, Sports Medicine and special thanks to myself!

Mario Beaudoin
Rock Forest, Qc
BBA General, Min. Economics
What we hope ever to do with ease, we must first do with diligence. S. Johnson 1709-94. Thanks to everyone, especially Mom & Dad for their support.

Mario Beaulieu
St. Sauveur, Qc
BBA Marketing
Thanks to BU for the experience of a lifetime. It was a lot of sacrifice, but Bishop's was the right choice. Thanks to all my friends. I won't forget you "Blocks". See you

Erick Begin
Georgesville, Qc
BBA Accounting
After three memorable years at Bishop's, mountain hiking, homecoming. Now it's time to move on (ready or not). Thanks to everyone who made this possible, especially M & D, ND, JB, FP.

Kyla Dawn Bosman
Beaconsfield, Qc
BBA General
Never forget the Bishop life! Thanks TK, CA, JR (! need to take a shower), women's soccer, Reed St. gang, my 3 yr. neighbours, Sammy the new recruit. Special thanks to Mom, Dad, Six, Chris, BFS gang. Bye Bish!

Claudine Brand
Brigham, Qc
BBA Management Science
What a long, strange trip it's been at BU! The memories ... Rugby chicks, Alessec, Pub & all the wonderful people I've met. Thanks Mom & Dad for the support. I'll miss ya all!!! XOXO.
Jean Brand  
BBA Accounting, Min. Economics  
I’ve had a good time at BU. I’ve learned a lot in my time here, especially about Harley’s and Mutual funds! I’d like to thank Mom and Dad, FP, EB, and MP.

Lynne Cadrin  
BBA General  

Martin Carle  
Sherbrooke, Qc.  
BBA, Min. Economics  
Inconceivable poker King. Remember Nathalie, Sonia and Chantal, as well as all the brothers. Party on.

Catherine Carlson  
Kanata, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources, Min. Economics  
Thanks Bishop’s for four great years! Best wishes to Alpha Delta Pi and all my friends. I’ll miss you all! Love and thanks to Mom, Dad, and Andre.

Elise Champigny  
Cookshire, Qc.  
BBA Marketing  
Thanks to my parents and to GR, AC, NC, GM, JL, for their support.

W. Jay Colbert  
Nepean, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources, Min. Sociology  
To special memories and very special friends. Thanks to my family for their love and support. This one’s for you Mom, even though you’re gone, you’re always in my heart.

François J. Cormier  
BBA Marketing  

Catherine Cummings  
Gloucester, Ontario  
BBA Finance, Min. Economics  
Never stop! What else — studying. Just joking — Come to the Pub! Thanks 2 K, K & T, Mich, Reed Sr., gang, Beavers, Mom & Dad & Ame! To all the friendships for life and the good times I’ll never forget!!

Chantal S. Daoust  
BBA Accounting  

Kristopher H. Davis  
Brockville, Ontario  
BBA Marketing, Human Resources, Min. Eco.  
Thanks Bishop’s for great times and greater friends. Q&A, Harris, Abz, 2 Shoshun, DnG, T. P. Shag — Thanks for the push, East side — I got misty! Thanks esp. Mom & Dad, Sta & Arg (aka Stinky). Love you all!

Ekem Dick  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Marketing, CSC  
Greec, chicken lamp, big chair, BL, PH, TH, Sig Party, Taco Bell & Beer, angry music, hearts, Halloueen, Family, Olympic Spirit. Anger is a gift. I’ll miss it all so much. STAY PURPLE!

Patrick Douin  
Victoriaville, Qc.  
BBA Marketing  
Thanks to Bishop’s for all the great memories cause memories are what keeps you coming back. To a great three years. I thank my friends and my parents for their support.
Isabelle Dube  
Lyster, Qt.  
BBA Management Science, Min. Eco.

I made it! Quand on veut, on peut! Mille mercis a Francine et Gerard. Great times and good friends: Alies, the apts. and the mgmt science girls. Thanks to Jeremy, Becky & Claude.

Michael Ebert  
Campbell's Bay, Qt.  
BBA Marketing

Thanks to all my friends. You know who you are. Long live the Clubhouse! Thanks to Mom and Dad. Without your support the last three years would not have become a reality. Go Geiers!

Peter Forman  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Marketing

Phew — At Last! Thanks to Mom & Dad. Hey Norton, The team, The boys and of course the Continental Riot House. It took four and a half years, but I made it. By the way has anyone seen my wallet.

Ennio Faustini  
Montreal, Qt.  
BBA Finance

And the song said I would never graduate... See you at Homecoming. Thank You to my friends, Bishop's staff, and my family for helping me get by. A special thanks to AG, Mom & Dad Las Ves.

Grace Fequet  
Old Fort Bay, Qt.  
BBA Accounting

Mom & Dad your my inspiration. I could not have made it without the support of my family. Hug & Kisses to Lucinda and Bob.

Denise Fettes  
Warren, Ontario  
BBA Human Resources, Min. Eco.

Thanks for everything, MPD, SJF, SW, HS, JR, SP, BD — you guys made Bishop's what it is for me. Brian, it was. One last comment — Free at last Free at last. Thank God we're free at last — MK

Christopher Fudge  
Stepheville, Nfld.  
BBA Marketing

Broke a door, broke a chair, broke a mirror, broke a candy machine, broke quiet hours, broke UPP (no!), Golans — "We're all friends here".

Laurie-Ann Gingras  
Mopaq, Qt.  
BBA Accounting

In dedication to the memory of my Dad who always believed in me. Thanks to all of you who helped me get through these long years. I'll miss you all. Good luck!!!

Rob Gooch  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Finance, Min. Eco.

Living at the Brule Path, the cottage and 4 mass, skiing with BUST, road trips to Stroud, I'll miss it all. Most of all I'll miss you Shannon.

Amy Goyer  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Finance

A guaranteed smile every time I think of U BUS. Best 4 yrs. ever! I'll miss u March, Doof, staff & ELI. Dow & Karen. TRRR. Road St. Boys. Spe- cial thanks to Mom, Dad, Cash & Steve.
Suzanne Hallée
Rock-Forest, QC
BBA Accounting, Management Sciences
It's been great here at Bishop, but it's time to move on. I couldn't have made it thru without my parents, family, Sphain, and friends. Thanks for all of your support.

Angela He
BBA Accounting, Min. Economics

Stephan P. Hollander
Montreal, QC
BBA Finance, Min. Econ
3 great years! The Pub, QB, Lion Saloon, Commerce Games, ballet, Kueper 4 block, Golans, bongo bar, The Family, #1 Habs. Road trips to U.S., honorary Neufeld. Thanks Mom & Dad all my friends & Steph.

Kirk Irene
Moncton, N.B.
BBA Finance
Thanks to my friends who didn't mind me just being around.

Jonathan Kelcher
Scarborough, Ont.
BBA Maj. Finance, Min. Economics
Thanks Bishop for 4 great yrs. 4th block. Lion, Pub, Saloon, QB, Commerce Games '93. Road trips Quebec City X 3, memories of capitol punishments will last. Thanks Mom & Dad & friends.

Joel R. Krutsch
Beaconsfield, QC
BBA
Thanks for the best years of my life. Gators 90-93. Murano pottery box, doghouse, badass '92. 4 jerks, Bert's house. College is a challenge. Thanks to Mom & Dad, Paul and Steph.

Christopher Kyer
Gloucester, Ont.
BBA Marketing, Finance
RNR SJs Clarke's on ProCo. Panama City. Thanks to the Sigs in early September. I'll always remember. Looking back I must say, I did it my way...

Maddock Lato
St. Leonard, QC
BBA Maj. Accounting
Thank you Caesar for all you've done. Without you I could have never survived. A part of me is very happy but a part very sad. Bishop's will always be a part of me. To the future.

Stephan Lassig
Chateaugay, QC
BBA Accounting
Thanks MD. Memorable times with central vac, puppet Pelli, Stud Man, no money Carl, 4:00 AM golf partner Norm & others at puke central & the Wall. PS I'm still King of Sanborn Hill.

Andrea D.C. Loughheed
Lennoxville, QC
BBA Maj & HR
When God hands you lemons, make lemonade. Bottle it, and sell it at a premium. Thanks Dad. Bye Sports Med, Massage, HR Dept, Frisbee, Socc, Basketbll. I'll be seeing you at the top! Later.
Robert Andrew Mackie  
BBA Finance, Min. Econ.

David McWhirter  
New Richmond, QC  
BBA Finance

"What did they call such young people in Goethe's Germany? With a melodic purring line of descriptive hollowness I ponder what could have fallen before me... Rowe on Andy Kaufman.

Jeremy D. Moore  
Ottawa, Ont.  
BBA Maj. BMS, Min. Eco

Hey jerky PGUHU my best moose — This Ma & Pa JD, HD, RC & JR’77 — Daytona '91 & '93 — Playpen — Atm'ke — Fiji '91 — Norwaj '92 — Carmel '93 — Slummin #2 4eur — Goals. The voice of the Gaels will CU @ Braung's Bar.

Kristina Morin  
Peterborough, Ont.  
BBA Accounting

This is for my parents. Thanks for everything Mom & Dad. I'll miss all my friends. I won't miss parking at the Sports Plex. It's been crazy.

Karma Normand  
Ste-Marguerite, QC  
BBA Marketing

The past three years have brought me tons of experiences. Some fantastic, some tough. But they all made me grow and this is what I will always remember. Happiness forever.

Charles Orchieson  
Pierrefonds, QC  
BBA Marketing

It started in 3rd block Muns. century — 4 jerks — Chad little muze bud! Standous memories — Gaiter Football 90-93, Badass 92 — many lessons learned — Don't drink C & C with Don — TX to Mom & Dad.

Nathalie Potenaude  
Montreal, QC  
BBA Marketing

What? — I have a degree already?! Well, I guess that if your mind can conceive it and your heart can believe it then you can achieve it. Way to go Nats! Thank you Mom & Dad.

Steve Pelletier  
Lachmanville, QC  
BBA Accounting

3 great years at Bishop's, met some very good friends with whom I had a lot of fun (Commerce Game, dinners at Pel's etc.) Thanks to my parents who supported me throughout those years.

Tina MacAlee  
Surrey, B.C.  
BBA Finance

It's getting dark too dark to see. I wanna laugh myself to death, cause this couch trips getting old. Forever 14 LF and always great friends PA.

Carl Magnan  
Magog, QC  
BBA

I really enjoyed my students life at Bishops for the past three years. It's a great campus with good Academic teachers. Next year, I'm looking forward to my C.A. exam at McGill.
Martin Pepin
Yamaska Est, QC
BBA Finance, Min. Eco

Remember: Getters 91-93, the Pub, Beach Party, Commerce Games, Daytona, chez Ronni, and all my friends. Now it is time to look forward and ‘da尨e the world. Carpe diem Getters.

Frederic Poulle
Boise-Comeau, QC
BBA Accounting

Life goes by so quickly and we have so little time. I’m gonna miss BU. Homecoming, Halloween, the beach party, THE SPIRIT! But it’s time to make some cash. Thanks to Mom & Dad. CIAO!!

Scott A. Poulle
Lennoreville, QC
BBA Marketing Min. ECO

Favorite moments: being accepted in the BBA program and putting a check on the registration form where it says you're planning to graduate this semester. Special Thx — Mom, Jami, JC & RB!

Debbie Raham
St. Catherine's, Ont.
BBA Marketing — Human Resources, Min. Economics

Thanks for the memories Blush. Good times. Good friends. Knew G SSS Norton crew. 89-91 Pub stuff. my Prospect family 401 with Pete all the misters. Thanks for everything Moe & Doug!

Sara C. Rodie
Montréal, QC
BBA Maj. Finance, Min. Economics

Thanks for the memories BU! Next stop: Wall Street. Letterman anyone? See you at Homecoming!

J.P. Schweind

Morton Sigaardt
Norwalk, Conn.
BBA Marketing

Away to the fleetling world go you. Where pirates all are well-to-do. But I’ll be true to the song I sing and live and die a pirate King. — N Boys. Beta. Ladies — ‘t’s be fun. Luv M & D

Don Stewart Simpson
Waterloo, Ont.
BBA Finance

Momo ’90 shoulder ’91. Getters 92-93. Bussch ’93. vs. Policy. MT, CC, DAAH. 4 jocks. ELSS. special thanks to Mom, Dad, Mike and Steve.

Jennifer Stewart
Knouton, QC
BBA Major Finance

It’s been a good time but definitely not a long time! I should have come here instead of going to Acadia. ARRGGH! To friends here & there, I’ll miss you. Strike for the best LUV 2-4DP!!

Julie St-Pierre
Kirkland, QC
BBA Marketing, Min. ECO

Thanks to family, friends and Pat for all the support during the last 3 years. Couldn’t have done it without you! Good luck to all the graduates.
Prabhjot Tambar  
BBA Human Resources

Michelle Thomas  
Moncton, N.B.  
BBA Major Finance

Nadia Elizabeth Thomas  
Brossard, Que.  
BBA Marketing

Derek Tucker  
Beaconsfield, Que.  
BBA Finance

To JB who could pick the perfect grapefruit, AG who analysed my moods, CC who dreamt of me, CM & CS who named me and M, D & D who helped me through it. Thx for the best 4 years ever!

Some castles made of sand fall in the sea eventually — Hendrix... and so I'm left with a whole ocean to discover & brand new kid games to play. Many thanks to all my kindred spirits.

Thanks for the good times BJ. Kussner 127, Chile Bob's 203. The kitchen, the colors. What if a big wave came? Thanks Mom & Dad. Erina, and all the guys.

Claudie Vincent  
Cagay, Qc.  
BBA Mgmt Science

It has been a wonderful experience and a lot of fun! Un gros merci a Maman et a Papa. a Martin et a Isabelle.

A. Sonja Whittmore  
Oakville, Ontario  
BBA Marketing, Min. Eco. Ona

Every step in life should be an Adventure. The past 4 yrs. have been just that. Here's to CJMQ! Thanks Mom & Dad, JD, MB, DF, SR, JB, BW, RM, TH, AP, SA. I am off to explore the world!

Scott White  
Weston, Ontario  
BBA Marketing

Experiences which will never be forgotton! Roosevelt, Rumble seat, Mud river Glen, Littlefork, Mississippi, Tuckermans, cottage, Hot Dogs, BUST 89-93. Let the tradition continue.

Betty Wilkinson  
Lancaster, St. James, Barbados  
BBA Finance, General mgmt.

The jungle awaits — but what amazing memories I will carry with me. Thanks to my friends who I will cherish forever, esp. NS, PC, RM, Joe G, TT, Mom & Dad I love U. BW — I will never forget!

Dufferin R. Williamson  
BBA Marketing, HR, Min. Soc.

Melanie D. Wilson  
BBA Human Resources
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Patricia Allain
Sussex, N.B.
BSc. Maj. Chemistry
"There were endless winters and the dreams would freeze". DF, MF, SW: EL 14L.F — thanks for 4 yrs. if fun, I'll miss you all. Bye for now!

Michael Barcley
Toronto, Ont.
BSc. Maj. Computer Science
Thanks to my parents who did a lot for me to get through university. Thanks to the Prince & Genevieve. Great time with the Boys Club! Hey Mickey Boy!!! The Priest, go for a beer, it ain't that bad.

Alesia Beauchamp
Ottawa, Ontario
BSc. Maj. Biology
I came here looking for something I couldn't find anywhere else. Special friends, Cowboy, good times and laughter. Thanks so those that made my years at Bishop's unforgettable.

Oksana Birovkaova
Assol, Quebec
BSc. Maj. Computer Science
Thanks Mum, Dad and Sis. for the encouragement and faith. Especially thank you, my dear Stefan, for your support and love. Thanks BU for the great times. Good luck everyone!

Stephanie Brownell
Saint John, N.B.
BSc. Maj. Math Min. Computer Science
"There are the days to remember because they do not last forever." Here's to BU — my 3 yrs. here were amazing thanks to SMU, SJ, KS & Steph. I share this with JB, M & J and Dad.

Chris Burns
BSc. Hon. Physics
A toast: to Eric for saving my sanity, to Rene & Naomi: hrm doughnuts, Dom and Scoogie: Buck Buck, to Lorne for my future & to Tamps for things too numerous to write. The Dr. retreats...

Nicole M. Clements
BSc. Maj. Chemistry

Mario Cloutier
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSc. Hon. Biochemistry
Was it worth it? DEFINITELY! The Bishop experience was A LOT of work, as well as a great — "Smashing" time — OOOPS! Thanks to M&D, Len, my friends, & Non for all the love and support. Salut!
Laura Cooper  
St. Colomban, Quebec  
BSc. Hon. Biology Min. Psychology  
Res. rugby, after hours, candles, intoxicants. JG, dA, BG, PC, EM, EW — I'll miss it all — but as I graduate and leave my books, I realize that world is a poem and I am the mighty rock. — Coop

Heidi Lynn Dalton  
Richmond, Quebec  
BSc. Maj. Biology Min. History  
Thanks BU for the great experience. Memories, Labs, lots of studies and of course the sports center.

Lucie Dupuis  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BSc. Hon. Biochemistry  
I made it! Thanks Mom & Dad for all your love, support & encouragement. I wouldn't have made it without you. Thanks also to MC, SH & especially JG for helping me keep my sanity.

Micheal E. Forsythe  
Riverview, N.B.  
BSc. Maj. Biology  
It's been a great 4 years. Thanks to my friends, family and the Bishop's Biology department.

Bolinda Guy  
Ottawa, Ont.  
BSc. Maj. Chemistry  
Four yrs has come and gone. Thanks to all my friends for all the memories and great times, I'll miss you all. Thanks to my family for the encouragement.

Thomas Homer  
Lancaster, Ont.  
BSc. Maj. Biology Min. Geography  
Woohoo! "Education is what remains when we have forgotten all that we have been taught." (George Santayana 1633) Thanks to all who made Bishop's great.

Thomas R. Hart  
Fredericton, N.B.  
BSc. Maj. Chemistry  

Jeffrey A. Holtzman  
Saint John, N.B.  
BSc. Maj. Chemistry  
Most people want to know where they are going. I think it's a far better idea to always know where you have been. — JB see ya, MS, MF, KJ, my Sil Bro's, 'till we meet again. Thanks M&D. Infoc.

Stephanie Hutchison  
Mississauga  
BSc. Hon. Biochemistry  
Thanks To all my friends for the good times.

Emma J. Irwin  
Nepean, Ontario  
BSc. Maj. Biology  
Chaos I can relate to that. My life is chaos most of the time. I am in tune with the universe. It feels like home — Fugham. Thanks 2. MF, SW, PA, & TM, & PC. See ya PI PRIDE.

Dennis Jacques  
Lat. Defaut, Quebec  
BSc. Maj. Biology  
Thanks to my family and Karine who have never stopped believing in me. I've finally made it! To my friends, I leave Bishop's with lifetime memories. Take care!

Sarah L. Jones  
Burlington, Ontario  
BSc. Maj. Biology
Wong KukK Keong
Kowloon, Hong Kong
BSc, Maj. Computer Science, Mathematics
Thank you to all the professors I have had the
privilege of studying under. I have had an excel-
lent two years, but as much as I love BU it is time
for me to go home. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Terence Tao, Liem
Markham, Ont.
Maj. Computer Science Min. Math
Thanks for the experience to grow, learn and be-
lieve in myself. I'll always remember the wicked
times I had and the great friendships I made.
Thanks Dad & Mom.

Darren W. Maclean
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
BSc, Hon. Biology
It was a time never to be forgotten. Thanks to
Mom and Dad, Judy, K, SS, JS and the whole
gang.

Erin MacLean
Halifax, N.S.
BSc, Maj. Biology
Yippee! It's over. Thanks to all especially the lab
rats who made the ultimate sacrifice. Andrew, I'll
wait for you in Halifax.

James N. McIntyre
BSc, Maj. Chemistry

Patrick J. Oliver
BSc, Maj. Biology, Min. Geology

Kristen S. Percy
BSc, Maj. Biology

Douglas F. Perkin
Toronto, Ont.
BSc, Maj. Chemistry
To all my friends, nixo, to everyone I never liked
F- you. I didn't learn a lot, but it was fun. I will
miss LF PA SH GB HM GA PP KM LA MR CM DM OZY & SS & ABENDITIS & VG. Vixe la
Poutin.

Allan T. Ross
Lesmocville, Quebec
BSc, Maj. Computer Science Min. Mathematics
Thanks for the memories. Climbing, CCC, Inter-
murals, Pub, Beerfest, Math Assignments. A
true good bye to my friends and a special thanks
to Mom for the encouragement. Au revoir Bish-
cop's.

Duncan P. Thain
BSc, Hon. Math

Tara White
Baiecome, N.B.
BSc, Maj. Biology Min. Psychology
To all those crazy Bio. partiers I say — if by being
over studious we impair our health & spoil our
good humour, let us give it up! SF, thanks to Kar-
en & Steve. Jo, Jerem, and Mom & Dad.

Natalie Zagarra
BSc, Maj. Biology
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Colette Bliss
Sherbrooke, Que.
Certificate in Foreign Languages
Registered at Bishop's since 1985. I have completed a certificate in ESL and Foreign Languages. Secretary and President of BUPS. Responsible of contact, very active in the Association.

Elisabeth de Séve
Lemasselle, QC
Certificate in Foreign Languages
La connaissance des mots conduit à la connaissance des choses (Platon)
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EDUCATION CLASS

Bottom Row: Serena Menzies, Judy Lamarche, Julia Morch, Nathalie Maltais, Nancy Fletcher, Prof. Anna Rumin.
2nd Row: Jeff Bergeron, Heather Walls, James Tangelis, Alice Collier, Scott Emery, Wendy King, Joanne Henrico, Margot McCulloch, Prof.
Carol Mooney, Jill Dani, Christine Campbell, Scott Auchenleck, Richard Meagher, Kirk Robinson, Danielle Daigle, secretary Roslyne de Baets,
Prof. Vance Patterson.
3rd Row: Sarah Hunter, Ildoko Orosz, Mike Corcoran, Lisa Drago, Karen Clark, Ching-lieh Chan, Karin Fisher, Allan Bayley, Cindy Carbol,
chair Duffie Van Balkom, Ruth Weiss, Gail Klink, Nicole Patrunin.
ALSO GRADUATING

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES

Katrina J. Baker
Carole Yoonne Bherer
Peter John Black
Monique Clara Boulaïns
Michel Raymond Bourgault
Matthew Lorne Broun
Annick Charron
Lyne Cliche
Lori-Anne Theresa Cloutier Evans
Sylvie Constantine
Jo Cooper, B.A.
Vicky Coupal
Helen Hayes Cunningham, B.A.
Nancy Custeau
Pierre Desmaraïs
Benoît Marc Deloreaux
David McLaren Easton
James D. Fortier
Mary Katherine Foster
Nicole Maria Fry
Mona Godbout
Nicholas Green
Lisa Guenther
David Anthony Harris
Fiona Mary Henderson
C. Angela G. Kertland
Adrienne Leatherdale
Bonnine Jean Lidstone
Daniele Loubier
Tom F. Majer
Sinclair Alexander Maloney
Lea Ann Meagher
Patrick J. Meehan
Jason Edward Moore
Dominique Nicol, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Alta Johanna Peron
Andrea Christine Perrault
Jennifer Anne Quinn
Jamie Mathew Reed
Trevor Baillie Rochester
Stephen Hildreth Schillinger
Hugh Scott
Tina Smith
Lisa Stylenko
Maureen Rosina Verhog
Eugene Willett, B.A.
Joan Bridget Znidarec

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Marie France Blanchet
Dean Earl Carley
Steve Christofferson
Gordon Wayne Gill
Wayne Tyler Gill
Jennyfer Jacquert
Donald Germain Lampron
Corey P.T. McHugh
Dayo Edmund Oradise S. Oluwafemi
Marco D. Pare
Michael Lorne Spence

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Behrooz Aghababakhani
Maryse Beaulieu
Jason McVoor Brooks
Richard A. Cairns
Cathy Croteau
Michael Eladis
Laurie Hawes
Nicole Hewitt
Timothy David Douglas Johnston
Andrea Lyn Jones
Davinera Paul Kanwal
Fraser James Mattear
Sean McGrath
Andrew L. Ochman
Richard Jonas Raymond
Marko Ihor Sereda
Christopher Stockdale
Kirby James Stubbart
Monika A. Szollosy
Michelle Taschereau
Keith Christian Teelucksingh
Isabelle Valee
Sandy-Lee Ward
Lisa B. Wellman
Allison Dawn Wood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Kenneth Walter Balys
Mark G. Bisson, B.Sc.
Simon Andrew Hirsch
Christopher Michael Howard
Christopher Lences
James Andrew McCloskey
Kevin Mohamed
Myriam A. Perrault
Roy J. Pinckney
Eric Pronto
Martin Saint-Michel, B.Eng.
Michael C. Spratt
Sally Louise Taylor, B.Sc.
Kwok Keung Wong

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCE

Rebecca Susanne Godkin

CERTIFICATE

Paula de Man, B.A.
Patricia R. Duncan
Kenneth Scott Edwards
Micheline Lejeboire
Brigette Rodrigue

MASTER OF ARTS

James Thomas Sweeney, B.A.

BACHELOR OF ARTS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Larry Richard Cloutier
John Fitzgerald Gardner
Edward P.D. Grant
Cecil Wilberforce Hosein, B.A.
Derek Matthew Robinson

DIPLOMA IN ADVANCE STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Claire Fortin, B.A.
PROFESSORS 1993-1994

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES
DEAN: Dr. G.V. Retzleff

Ms. R. Abouzia
Prof. M. Anderson
Mrs. A. Benazon
Prof. J. Benson
Mr. B. Boutin
Mr. R. Brown
Dr. M. Carle
Dr. M.J. Childs
Mr. Y. Courcy
Dr. P. Coyne
Dr. J. Craig
Dr. J. Crooks
Mr. G. Di Lullo
Ms. C. Dedemaine
Mr. S. Durlfnger
Dr. G. Englebretsen

Dr. A. Ernstrom
Dr. D. Fischlin
Dr. C. Fish
Ms. G. Chon Man Fong
Dr. R.W.E. Forrest
Mr. G. Francauille
Dr. I. Gaskell
Ms. P. Godbout
Dr. T. Gordon
Ms. C. Gosselin
Dr. L. Green
Ms. G. Herrmann-Kuepper
Dr. L. Howe
Mr. N. Hutchinson
Dr. B. Jenkins

Dr. K.J. Kuepper
Ms. M. Lawther
Dr. J. Levasseur
Dr. D. Link
Dr. A.P. MacDonald
Dr. K. McLean
Mrs. M. Nadeau-Saumier
Ms. L. Oades
Dr. M. Paquin
Dr. M.A. Permentier
Ms. D. Potvin
Ms. B. Poulin
Mr. A. Pringle
Mrs. N. Rahn
Profs. G & Jl Rideout

Prof. D. Riegel
Dr. J. Rittenhouse
Dr. D. Seale
Dr. W.A. Shearson
Mr. S. Sheeran
Prof. D. Sorensen
Mr. J. Steprons
Ms. J. Thomson
Prof. G. Tuck
Mrs. M. Tucker
Ms. S. Ward
Dr. T. Ware
Dr. K. Wegert
Dr. H.W. White
Dr. G.G. Wickens

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
DEAN: Dr. C.G. Rose

Dr. H. Amery
Ms. E. Arnot
Mr. T.K. Baxter
Dr. S. Black
Dr. J.D. Booth
Mr. D. Clauet
Dr. L. Czernis
Dr. A. de Man

Dr. M. Desjardins
Dr. A. Drumheller
Dr. G. Family
Prof. G.S. Groves
Dr. C. Hauer
Dr. Norman K. Jones
Mr. A. Knight
Mr. P. Landmann

Mr. H. Lucia
Dr. M. Lustigman
Dr. S. McKelvie
Mr. D. McKeon
Ms. J. McLean
Dr. I. Myhul
Dr. A.C. Parkin
Ms. J. Pocock

Dr. R. Sproule
Dr. L.G. Standing
Dr. D. Stout
Dr. E. Taborsky
Dr. J. Thome
Dr. G.E. Tucker
Dr. M. Vigneault

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
DEAN: Dr. R. Cook

Mr. M. Abaoui
Dr. C.L. Arnot
Dr. A. Bass
Mr. M. Begin
Ms. C. Boutin
Dr. D.F. Brown
Prof. C. Carman
Mr. P. Chailler

Dr. L. Chen
Dr. K.S. Cole
Dr. J.D. Craik
Mr. D. Foerstel
Prof. G.H. Hickie
Dr. D. Hilton
Mr. L. Jensen

Dr. N. Khouzam
Mr. A. Kushniruk
Dr. C.S. Lin
Dr. L. Lisofits
Dr. K. Moore
Dr. T.S. Nagpal
Dr. L. Nelson

Dr. D.R. Parkinson
Prof. M. Rhodes
Dr. D. Shapcott
Dr. G. Tsai
Dr. R.K.J. van Hulst
Mr. D. Vouliouris
Dr. R.B. Yeats

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DEAN: Prof. S.D. Barlow

Prof. S.A.F.A. Bequet
Prof. J. Bowey
Prof. J.P.H. Castle
Prof. P. Cunningham
Dr. M.M. El Bassoussi
Mr. D. Glezros

Prof. S. Harvey
Mr. P. Leventhal
Prof. R. MacGregor
Prof. S.E. McRae
Prof. J. Oldland
Prof. T.F. Robertson

Prof. W. Robson
Prof. J. Scott
Dr. A. Taseen
Mr. G. Visenetti
Mr. M. Webb
Dr. L. Zubieta

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dr. W. Van Balkom
Ms. A. Rumin
Mrs. C. Mooney
PRIZE LIST GRADUATING YEAR

Proficiency Prizes
The Governor General's Silver Medal
The Chancellor's Prize

The Vice- Chancellor's Prize
The President's Prize

The Vice- President's Prize
The Hon. G. Howard Ferguson Cup and
the Chief Justice Greenshields Prize
The Webster Prize
The Sherbrooke and District University Women's Club Eileen
  Healy Prize
Strathcona Foundation Plaque
The Antonia Johnson Award

Department and University Prizes
The Bardia Prize for Continuing Education
B.U. Part-time Students Assoc. Sesquicentennial Prize — Certificate Programme
Bélanger-Gardner Foundation Prize
Faculty Prize in Anthropology
The University Prize in Biochemistry
Society of Chemical Industry Award in Biochemistry
The Arthur N. Langford Prize in Biology
The J.K. Louther Prize in Biology
P.H. Scouen Memorial Prize in Entrepreneurship
The Charles Kingsmill Memorial Prize in Business Administration.
The University Prize in Business Administration (Accounting)
The University Prize in Business Administration (Finance)
The University Prize in Business Administration (Marketing)
The Albert Kuehner Memorial Prize in Chemistry
The Mackie Prize in Classical Studies
The University Prize in Humanities — Divisional Major
The John W.Y. Smith Prize in Economics
The Mackie Prize in English
The F.E. Meredith Memorial Prize in English
The University Prize in Fine Arts
The Edwin F. Alder Award in Art History
The Professor E.H. Yarrill Prize in Modern Languages
The Bandraud Prize for Certificate in Foreign Languages
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in French
The Lieutenant Roddie Lemieux Prize in French
The University Prize in Geography
Canadian Association of Geographers Prize
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in German
The Republic of Austria Prize in German
The Federal Republic of Germany Prize
The Roderick Thaler Memorial Prize in History
The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in Italian
The General Nicolls Prize in Mathematics
The University Prize in Music
The University Prize in Philosophy
The University Prize in Physics
The Professor T.W.L. MacDermot Memorial Prize in Political Studies
The University Prize in Psychology
The W.H. King Memorial Prize in Religion
The University Prize in Sociology
The Ambassador of Spain Prize in Spanish

Graduate School of Education
The Charles McBurney Prize in Practice Teaching
The Alan Jones Memorial Prize
The Provincial Association of Protestant Teachers' Prize

Michael E. Forsythe
Sara C. Rodie
Lyne Cliche
Vicky Coupal
Christopher Burns
Jonathan R. Carryer
Lisa N. Guenther
Kuno Tucker
Lisa N. Guenther
Amy R. Gow
Colin Feasy
Bonnie J. Lidstone
Hélène M. Cunningham
Paula de Man
James T. Sueeny
Rebecca S. Godkin
Lucie Dupuis
Lucie Dupuis
Michael E. Forsythe
Rebecca S. Godkin
Karina Normand
Catherine Cummings
Kristina M. Morin
Sara C. Rodie
Julie St-Pierre
Mario Cloutier
Colin Feasy
Natalie A. Rochon
Sheila M. Thomas
Seán McGrath
Mary Katherine Foster
Lisa N. Guenther
Mona Godbout
Hélène M. Cunningham
Ryan D. King
K. Scott Edwards
Bonnie J. Lidstone
Lynne Cliche
Darren R. Bardati
Darren R. Bardati
Vicky Coupal
Lisa Michals
Michelle S. Arnold
Colin Feasy
Anick Charron
Duncan P. Thain
Pierre Desmarais
Lisa N. Guenther
Christopher Burns
Jonathan R. Carryer
David A. Harris
Caroline F. Viens
Vicky Coupal
Richard L. Meagher
Wendy King
Joanne Henrico
PRIZE LIST UNDERGRADUATE YEARS

The Col. Arthur Mills Prize for Best All-Around First Year Student... Cory R. Boyd
The Charles A. Shearson Memorial Prize... Erin E. Down
The Alumnus Prize U-1... Suzanne B. Banfill
The Alumnus Prize U-2... Lorena M. Asmus
The Alumni Prize U-1... Cory R. Boyd
The Alumni Prize U-2... Mark P. Boulton
The Ross Hunting Prize... Patricia D. Stevenson
B.U. Part-time Students Assoc. Sesquicentennial Prize — Degree Programme... Carole M. Bishop
The University Prize (U-2) in Biochemistry... Julie Leblond
The Arnold N. Schoch Prize in Biology... Femke de Man
The Leo Sepp Prize in Biology... Suzanne B. Banfill
The University Prize (U-2) in Business Administration (B.B.A.)... Timothy D. Wallace
The University Prize (U-2) in Business Administration (B.A. Major)... Mark P. Boulton
The John B. Fellowes Memorial Prize in Business Administration... Lorena M. Asmus
P.H. Scouen Memorial Prize in Entrepreneurship... Erin E. Down
Eastern Townships Chartered Accountants Association Prize... Marie-Agnès Legros
The Chemical Rubber Company Achievement Award... M. Kathleen Turner
The Chemistry Faculty Prize... Marlene Provancher
The Prince of Wales Prize in Classical Studies... John A. Schenahge
The Albert Kwong Memorial Prize in Computer Science... Suzanne B. Banfill
The University Prize (U-2) in Humanities — Divisional Major... Katherine A. McDiarmid
Lennoxville & District Women’s Centre Prize in Drama... Jaime Martin
The University Prize (U-2) in Economics... Aaron D. Wieland
The Archdeacon F.G. Scott Prize in English... Shannon Wall
The Honorary President’s Prize in English (U-1)... Lainey S. Bates
The Honorary President’s Prize in English (U-2)... Andrea C. Kucey
The Staniil Prize for Excellence in Writing... Nicholas H. Zacharias
The University Prize (U-2) in Fine Arts... Sheila M. Thomas
The University Prize (U-2) in Geography... Shannon E. Flaherty
The Mr. & Mrs. Doak Prize in History... Shannon L. Nicholson
The Irving Prize in Mathematics... Shannon E. Flaherty
The University Prize (U-2) in Mathematics... Ginette Plante
The University Prize (U-2) in Music... Elizabeth Jean Wallace
Friends of Music... Kerry L. Watson
The University Prize (U-2) in Music... Vicky C. Arnold
The University Prize (U-2) in Philosophy... Trevor H. Wood
The Faculty Prize in Physics... Sconsha B. Merovitz
The University Prize (U-2) in Physics... Leah P. Nash
The University Prize (U-2) in Physics... Thomas M. Ransom
The University Prize (U-2) in Political Studies... Geneviève Lacroix
The University Prize (U-2) in Psychology... Steve Laroche
The Harrison Prize in Religion... Steve Laroche
The Long Prize in Religion... M. David Collins
The University Prize (U-2) in Sociology... Jeanette M. Ettel
The University Prize (U-2) in Sociology... Rene C. Bilodeau
The George H. Tomlinson Memorial Scholarship in Science... Trevor H. Wood
Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies... Mark Paterson
The Jane Quintin Mitchell Scholarship in Drama... Wendy C. Fox
The Sir Herbert Marler Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies... Gregor C. Bertram
The M. Georgina Mills Scholarship in Music... Thomas M. Ransom
Anthony W. Preston Memorial Scholarship... Josée Robitaille

SCHOLARSHIP LIST

The George H. Tomlinson Memorial Scholarship in Science... Neil A. Stubbert
Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies... Aniel A. M日军ndar
The Jane Quintin Mitchell Scholarship in Drama... Edmund Kimens
The Sir Herbert Marler Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies... Kimberly Kerr
The M. Georgina Mills Scholarship in Music... Christopher A. Jones
Anthony W. Preston Memorial Scholarship... Noel J. Niblett

J.D. Thomas Hood
SPRING CONVOCATION
EDITOR'S MESSAGE

In your hands lies the results of ten months work. After a few minor disasters, several missed classes and countless sleepless nights, this book has finally been completed. I hope this book will be something you can look back on years down the road and remember all the good times and good friends you had at Bishop's. It was my sincere wish to include everyone in this yearbook, however this goal is impossible to achieve without the help of the student body. So to those of you who helped out by submitting pictures, I extend my heartfelt thanks.

This book would have been impossible without the help of many people. First and foremost I must thank my Mom who went above and beyond the call of duty to help me finish this yearbook. To my staff members Renee, Laura and Patti, thanks for all your help. To Kerry, Cara and everyone else at the SRC office thanks for showing me the ropes. I must extend a big Thank You to Stephen Barber who helped me greatly and answered all my questions. Thanks to Buddy, Kerri, and Ally for all your photographic help as it was very much appreciated. Thanks to all the DJ's at CJMQ for keeping me awake when I needed it. To Liz a big thanks for all your help especially the last couple of days. To everyone else I forgot to mention, Thank You.

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all those graduating the best of luck in the future.

Eryn Whitehead